Are you looking for gi㙼 idea for kids? How about a gi㙼 to get your child engaged in
something other than his video game or tablet? Thanks to KidsStuﬀPR for sending us
this amazing Circuit Building Kit that is a great gi㙼 idea for Kids8+. A new company,
Circuit Scribe, has invented a remarkable pen that writes with conduc릫ve silver ink to
create a working circuit. Now novice third graders and experienced high schoolers can
have fun with circuitry and electronics in a totally new way. All they need is a piece of
paper and a Circuit Scribe pen! Here’s a great video that will show you the magic and
wow of how Circuit Scribe works. My 10‐year‐old was so thrilled with this kit and it kept
him engaged for hours.
Typically on a weekend morning, my youngest like to watch cartoons. A㙼er ge횪�ng the
The Maker Kit ($79.99) he could not rush downstair fast enough to con릫nue crea릫ng
circuits. This Circuit maker kit is the gold standard to appreciate the magic of electronics.
Kids can do this on their own or with some help from a parent.
The maker culture – learning‐through‐doing such as robo릫cs, electronics and tradi릫onal
metalworking or woodworking – is a hot topic in school hallways. Kids who classify
asmakers encompass every le嚣�er of STEM and STEAM and even STREAM learning! From
hackers to DIYers, it’s a na릫onal passion.

Great Gi㙼 Idea For Kids 8+
Boy or Girl this is a great gi㙼 that will keep your kids oﬀ their devices and into something
great. Now my son wishes I got him the larger kit with a few more op릫ons. I love ﬁnding
gi㙼s that are engaging and educa릫onal. It will be a sad day when the pen runs out,
however, you can buy a replacement for $20.
Just check out the intensity in his face as he gets a new circuit developed.

Buy your circuit kit now for less $$:
Use the code: HOME15, to save 15% oﬀ anything on the site at
www.CircuitScribe.com through Nov. 21. Let the early holiday shopping
commence!
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